Introduction
In recent years, the zebrafish embryo has become increasingly important for studies of nervous system development [ 1.1. This review will summarize recent research that has furthered our understanding of the development, differentiation and patterning of neurons in the embryonic zebrafish nervous system. We will begin by reviewing the literature examining the role that lineage and cell position have to play in the specification of cell fate and then go on to discuss the concept of primary and secondary neurons in the nervous system, the possible functional roles played by early differentiated cells, how patterns of gene expression correlate with the regional subdivision of the nervous system, and current work on segmental patterning of cells in the nervous system. Other reviews (see M Westerfield, pp 28-30, and J Kuwada, pp 31-35, this issue) discuss the mechanisms that might underlie pathfinding by growth cones of early neurons.
Small size and optical clarity are two of the major reasons why the zebra&h embryo lends itself to embryological study. These features mean that every cell in the developing nervous system is visible in an intact living embryo. Indeed, many neurons w-it&n the developing nervous system can be identified simply by their size, shape and location (for an example, see [ 21) . Not all developing cells can be distinguished this way, however, and a number of markers have proven useful for identifying different cell types.
The earliest marker of differentiating cells so far identified is acetylcholinesterase (AChE) activity [3,4*]. AChE is probably transiently present in all differentiating neurons and is not indicative of the neurotransmitter that will eventually be present in the cell [ 51. The presence of AChE in a neuron precedes axogenesis by several hours.
A number of antibodies have also proven useful as markers of differentiation. The HNKl antibody labels an epitope present on several cell adhesion molecules [6] and has been used to visualize early neurons and their axons [4*,7,8*,9]. An antibody to acetylated u-tub&n [lo] labels most, if not all, axons in the early central nervous system (CNS) [ 111. In addition, a large number of monoclonal antibodies against nervous system epitopes have been generated by researchers at the Institute for Neuroscience in Oregon. These antibodies recognize a variety of cell types in the nervous system including neuronal cell bodies, axons, cell nuclei, glial cells [12] , and photoreceptors (S Wilson and S Easter, unpublished data, [ 13.1). Antibodies against intermediate filament epitopes can be used to identify very early populations of non-neuronal cells in the nervous system (R Marcus and S Easter, unpublished data).
The small size of the zebrafish embxyo and the ease of accessibility of the nervous system allow single and small clusters of cells to be labelled with neuroanatomical tracers or fluorescent dyes both in living and fixed tissue (for examples, see [2,9,14*]). Using a combination of all of these various cell marking techniques, a fairly detailed knowledge has emerged of the patterns of early cellular differentiation in the embryonic zebrafish nervous system. is normal in cyc1. The remainder of the cell types in the spinal cord of this mutant appear normal (R Bernhardt and J Kuwada, personal communication; [20-l) which suggests that it is unlikely that they depend on signals from the floorplate for their differentiation (see J Dodd, pp 3-8, this issue, for a more detailed discussion).
lineage and position as determinants of cellular identity

Primary and secondary neurons
There is strong evidence that many of the earliest neurons to develop in the zebraiish CNS are a distinct popu- Whether neurons in more rostral brain regions can also be subdivided into primary and secondary populations is less clear. The early rostral brain is composed of a small number of neurons in predictable locations and these neurons establish a simple s&old of axon tracts [9,11]. As yet, no study has examined the birthdates of neurons in this region of the CNS to see if they are born in an early primary and later secondary wave. There is evidence to suggest that some of the early brain nuclei do not conform to the primary and secondary divisions. Using markers of cellular differentiation, Ross et al. [4a] have shown that although the earliest brain nuclei do indeed initially contain a small number of differentiated cells, there is a subsequent linear increase (rather than two waves) in the number of neurons. At least some early brain neurons conform to many of the criteria used to classily primary neurons in other regions of the CNS, however. In the anlage of the epiphysis a single neuron develops very early and extends an axon that pioneers one of the earliest tracts in the brain [ 26.1. This neuron is the first of a small number of neurons that establish a projection between the epiphysis and the ventral diencephalon [ 27'1.
Grunwald et al [28] have shown that a mutation termed nedl specifically causes secondary neurons to degenerate while primary neurons are spared. However, the effects of the mutation on rostral brain regions were not carefully examined in this study in which primary neurons were operationally deiined as cells that elaborated an axon by 24 h post-fertilization. Kimmel and Westerheld [21*] acknowledge that this operational definition may be inappropriate for some regions of the nervous system and so more work must be done to clarify whether the primary/secondary distinction, with all of its implications, is generally valid in all regions of the CNS.
Functional roles of early neurons
There is a considerable amount of Information about the functional circuitry of the early neurons of Xenc@s luevti [29] . With a few exceptions, this is not the case for zebrafish. The best documented early circuitry is that associated with the Mauthner neuron [ 21*,30]. This neuron receives sensory input from several sensory sources and has synaptic connections to primary motor neurons of the spinal cord. In the adult, this pathway evokes an escape reflex in response to touch [31] and so it is likely that a similar functional role is present during development.
., Recent results have suggested that some of the neurons in the brain may be involved in early light-mediated behaviour. Long before an optic projection exists from the eyes to the tectum, there is,,a very early projection from the epiphysis to the ventral diencephalon [ 27.1. The epiphysial projection neurons that establish this projection are in close proximity to several early ditferentiating photoreceptor cells at the dorsal midline of the epiphysial vesicle (S Wilson and S Easter, unpublished data). The early differentiation of photoreceptors and projection neurons suggests that the epiphysis may mediate the earliest light-evoked behaviour in the embryo, as is the case in Xenopus [32] .
The earliest neurons to differentiate may play additional roles during early CNS development. For instance, their axons establish the first long pathways in the CNS [4.,11,26*,33,34], which provide an important substrate for the axons of many later developing neurons ]9,34,35'1.
Gene expression patterns in the central nervous system
One of the ways in which the nervous system may become regionalized is through the differential expression of developmental control genes in different areas of the CNS. Several classes of developmentally regulated genes have been identified in the zebrafish through homology to known mammalian or Drosophila genes. An advantage offered by the zebrafish for studies of gene expression is that the embryo is small enough to allow expression patterns to be examined in whole embryos, and localized to individual cells [36*].
Homeobox-containing genes encode proteins that contain a domain that binds DNA It is therefore believed that they may encode transcription factors. A second class of genes that may encode proteins that act as transcription factors are the paired box-containing or pux genes. The expression pattern of two pax genes in the zebrafish CNS 1 as recently been reported [3&l. In the CNS, pa.xCzJb) is expressed in the optic stalks, in a band of cells in the posterior midbrain, and in isolated cells of the spinal cord. Pux~zfu~ has an even more intriguing expression pattern. It is expressed in a restricted region of the presumptive diencephalon and shows graded expression in the presumptive hindbrain and spinal cord. The diencephalic expression demarcates a region that may be bounded by some of the earliest axon tracts in the brain (Fig. 21 , suggesting that the gene may be involved in specifying where the earliest axons will grow. It is not only putative transcription factor genes that are expressed in interesting patterns. The wnt-2 gene, which encodes a secretory protein that may be involved in local cell-cell signalling, also shows region specific expression in the CNS [47*]. It is expressed in the dorsal and lateral midbrain, and in the dorsal hindbrain and spinal cord. In Drosophila, the wingless gene product (homologous to the wnt-I gene product) is necessafy for maintaining expression of engruiledduring development and thereby affects the specification of certain cell fates [48] . It remains to be seen if this gene plays similar roles in vertebrate development.
Segmentation
Segmentation is a feature of CNS development for which there may be different developmental programs in different regions of the CNS. Neurons may be intrinsically segmented, have segmentation imposed upon them extrinsically, or show no segmental patterning at all. The most obvious segmentation in the CNS is present in the hindbrain [ 12,491 where seven segments, termed neuromeres or rhombomeres, containing a series of repeating features are found. The first basal plate neurons form in the centre of each neuromere and develap-longitudinal axons, whereas the first alar plate neurons develop around the segment boundaries and form ventral commissures. Glial cells are also arranged segmentally in this region of the brain. There have been no experiments to test whether hindbrain segmentation is intrinsic or extrinsic in zebrafish.
Some neurons are also arranged segmentally in the spinal cord. Each spinal hemisegment contains three or four identified motor neurons [50,51] and may also contain one class of segmentally repeated intemeuron [14-l. Two lines of evidence suggest that the segmentation seen in the spinal cord is imposed by the underlying mesodenn. The first comes from heat shock experiments which disrupt somite formation. In those regions where somites are disturbed, the pattern of the primaty motor neurons is also disrupted [ 521. The second comes from studies of the Spt-I mutation which tiects segmental organization of neurons. This mutation is cell autonomous and prevents normal migration of the mesodermal precursor cells that eventually form the segmented body wall of the embryo [53,54-l. Because of the cell autonomy of the mutation, any effects seen in the nervous system are due to a primary disruption of the mesodermal segmentation pattern. Eisen and Pike [55*] found that the number of primary motor neurons and segmental intemeurons corresponded with the number of myotomes that were present in the mutant embryo. Non-segmental neurons were unaffected by the mutation. Furthermore, wild type motor neurons transplanted into mutant embryos behaved in the same way as the native motor neurons, that is, their pattern of development was dictated by the mesoderm. 
Perspectives
The past few years have seen an explosion in the amount of scientific research that is being carried out on the zebraIish embryo. It is likely that this trend will continue for the foreseeable future as more techniques are developed, new mutations are generated, and researchers with new areas of expertise are drawn into the field.
There are now many groups examining the molecular and genetic mechanisms that underlie differentiation of the nervous system, and the potential exists for detailed examination of the patterns of neuronal development with respect to patterns of gene expression. Whole embryos can be double labelled with antibodies against specific cell types and either antibodies to specific gene products [44-,451 or specific cDNA probes (S Krauss and S Wilson, unpublished data). These techniques allow differentiation to be studied at the level of both the whole organism and the single cell within each experimental embryo. Furthermore, genetic manipulation is now feasible in the zebrafish embryo. Stuart et al. [56,57*] have shown that the zebrafish genome can incorporate and express foreign DNA. Such techniques should in the future allow manipulation of developmentally important genes through insertional mutagenesis.
Because of the ability to combine powerful cellular manipulation techniques with genetic and molecular meth ods, the zebrafish embryo offers many advantages for future studies of nenTous system development. 
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